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Digital Spend and Overall Goals
Now let’s begin talking about how to make your campaign as digitally informed as it can be. As we talked
about in the introduction, digital spend is critical within campaigns, and we’re not using it to the extent that we
should be on the Left. When campaign managers refer to the digital spend within the context of an overall budget, they are referring to digital paid media and digital communications. A campaign’s digital persuasion and
GOTV ads, as well as ongoing digital projects like the campaign email program and social media costs, account
for the campaign’s digital spend.
When beginning your run, you have to examine what your predecessor spent on their race, and then you
have to compare that against a few factors. For example, was the predecessor before you running against any
competitors? Has there been a party surge in your own party since the last race? These things can bring up cost
considerably. If the previous person has not had an opponent in 30 years, a $300k race could turn into a $1mm
race in a period of party surge and real competition on the other side. There are a variety of tactics that are often
lumped into the Field category that can allow you to make sense of all this.
Let’s break this down. When your campaign gets started, your team is going to put together a budget. There
are some relatively simple things that will be in there, like a campaign office, equipment for call time, and team
costs. We will not go into those because those don’t fit into the tech framework we are doing here, but it is useful
to understand the amount your campaign needs to raise to win. This means that you have to take into account
win goals, persuasion universes, and vote goals.
Campaigns are built around numbers. Your predecessor was working against a win number, also called a
vote goal, which is tied into a persuasion universe. When your campaign manager sits down with you, she or he
is going to explain one simple thing first. They will explain that you don’t need to convince your entire district to
vote for you to win. You just need to convince 51% of it to vote for you to win. Many great courses, like Wellstone, VoteRunLead, and National Democratic Training Committee, start with this in their training courses.
This is a critical concept because then you will survey your district, break it down, and assign probability numbers to people based on how likely they are to vote for you so that you can only focus on the ones that are in the
middle. If someone is already on a side, it’s hard to get them to change their mind completely, but people in the
middle are always open to a pivot either way.
OnlineCandidate.com has a great article that shows how win numbers and persuasion universes are broken
down. They give a great formula you can use, found below, of what you need to win a local election.
Expected Vote x .50 + 1 vote = Minimum Votes to Win (50%)
Expected Vote x .52 = Comfortable Margin of Victory (52%)
However, that is just the start. Then you need to dive into the numbers and really get to know your area and
its data. Here is what you will examine:
1. The total population of your district: Census data can help. Also take care to note if
your district has had large changes. Has there been an influx of people due to a new
workplaces opening up? Has there been a demographic change?
2. The total number of people that can vote: People who cannot vote are, for example,
people under 18, former inmates, and people who are not registered to vote due to
citizenship issues. Remove groups from your calculations if they cannot vote. Make
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sure to look at laws that might have changed between the last election and yours. Was
there a law against former inmates voting recently changed?
3. Expected voter turnout based on the last election: Examine this first for the primary,
and if you win that, then you can examine it for the general. Most campaign strategists typically calculate the average turnout from three past similar elections. Note
that general election years generally see higher turnout than midterms. A previous
election with a particularly contentious or publicized race at the top of the ballot may
have had unusually high turnout, and drastic events may have depressed usual turnout. Examine factors that are out of the ordinary that might ‘skew” data.
Once these things are examined, your win number is basically half of the number of people that are IN your
district that CAN vote for you, are LIKELY to vote at all, PLUS ONE is your win number. Make sense? You just
need 51% of the vote to win. Even one vote can put you over that line!
If you are running a presidential election, of course, things get a little trickier. You have to contend with
the electoral college instead of a direct vote. By the time you get there, you’ll have reams of people figuring out
where you need to be at any given time. For now, we’re just trying to get you to win your first few local elections to work your way up. You don’t need to get everyone in your entire district to vote for you, just a certain
amount. If you need more aid, Wellstone has a great calculator to help you determine win numbers here.
Now let’s discuss vote goals and persuasion universes. After you have a “win” number, you have to figure out
where to spend your time and energy. You need to focus on voters that are either in your party or in the middle,
that will give the most ROI if you reach out and take the least amount of pain to turn up on election day. NGP
VAN has the following chart in this article to explain how a persuasion universe is calculated using a mixture of
partisanship and turnout:
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As the NGP VAN blog article explains, “The voters in Square A are considered the Democratic Base: strong
Democrats, and reliable voters. Voters in square B are the GOTV universe - you can count on them to vote for
you, as long as they get to the polls. Squares C and D form the Persuasion universe - they are the swing voters
that will need to be convinced to vote for your campaign. The voters in square D are the most labor intensive to
organize, because they will need to be persuaded to support your candidate and turned out to vote. Anyone in
the E and F rows will not vote for you - don’t waste your time and resources contacting them!” You might find
that your Democratic population is low. In which case, you can focus hard on persuading the middle or focus
hard on GOTV to get those not voting to vote. There are all sorts of ways to view this once you know the numbers, but you need the numbers first. You get the numbers on turnout, partisanship and demographics from
your voter file, which in most cases will be via VAN/Votebuilder, although we talk about alternatives above. To
learn more in a specific course about all the above, consider taking the NDTC course here.
There is one more concept called a vote goal that ties into your win number and persuasion universe. Once
you have a chart like above for your particular race, you’ll need to break that down into tactics across your Field
team. We will talk more about the tools you are likely to use in eight major areas, including Field, across the five
sizes of campaign later, but there are a variety of tactics that often feature in these discussions.
If you consider that you “have” the people in Box A, the ones that vote Democratic and just along party
lines, then you have to figure out if you’re going to swing your efforts to GOTV and get more people to vote or
persuade those in the center. This will depend on your numbers. If a lot of people vote, and you have less to
persuade, then your tactics will reflect this and vice versa. These are the tactics that people often use to persuade
people that are in the middle:
•

Door to Door Canvassing (often tied into mapping and turf-cutting and mobile canvassing tools, which we will talk about more in the Tech Tool Stacks section later.)

•

Phone calls (ties into phone banking platforms and dialer tools, which we will talk
about more later.)

•

Events: Rallies and on the ground events, which utilize event tools.

•

Mailers and Postcards

•

Texting: Texting your audience, via tolls like Relay and Hustle which we will talk
about more below.

•

Organizing Tools: Relational organizing tools, like Votercricle and Team, which were
a hit in 2018 and we will talk about more later.

•

Effective Branding: Good and persuasive messaging spread out across the digital
channels you will use to promote your voice and race (and, depending on race size,
TV channels as well.)

•

Engaging Content: Digital media across FB, Google, and more to reach users via online channels and quickly gauge what messaging is hitting most with which groups at
which times.

•

Social Media: A social media presence that is inviting, warm and responsive to queries
and thoughts
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•

But, if your focus is GOTV and leaning on various audiences to vote at all, there’s
other tactics you might lean on instead:

•

Registration drives to get people who are not registered to vote to vote.

•

Building Relationships: with voters in certain categories, like labor unions, or by
LGBTQ or demographic or policy issues like climate change.

•

Deep Canvassing: This is basically going door to door on “listening tours” to gather
points of view and show willingness to listen and learn--we will talk about this is more
detail later.

•

Voting Plan: Making a voting plan or gathering a pledge from with people that are
likely not to vote, via apps like Motivote, tactics like Votetripling, or more.

•

Third-Party Action Tools: Use and promote Activism Navigators and Grassroots Action tools like Change.org, Countable, CrowdShout and more to get people throughout your race, hoping that the increase in political action overall will lead to people
voting more (it always does!).

You can learn more in this guide online about these tactics, and these will inform everything below that we
talk about in our Digital Spend section.

Digital Spend and your Campaign Budget
We discussed win numbers, persuasion universes, and the ways that you can reach people based on how
your persuasion universe lays out. One of the most critical ways that you are going to reach your audience is via
digital media online. Online channels are incredibly effective because you can track, often to the penny, how
your spend is performing for you. Unlike TV or radio or mailers, which can feel like they are flying away without any sense of effectiveness, online methods are brutally efficient when it comes to consumption.
Americans are online. Pew research reports, “Overall, 77% of Americans go online on a daily basis. That
figure includes the 26% who go online almost constantly, as well as 43% who say they go online several times a
day and 8% who go online about once a day. Some 11% go online several times a week or less often, while 11%
of adults say they do not use the internet at all.”
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Mobile phones have been a big part of this change. Pew Research states, “Adults with mobile connectivity
are especially likely to be online a lot. Among mobile internet users – 83% of Americans who use the internet
at least occasionally using a smartphone, tablet or other mobile device – 89% go online daily and 31% go online
almost constantly. Among Americans who go online but not via a mobile device, by comparison, 54% go online
daily and just 5% say they go online almost constantly.” Gone are the days when it was just millennials that had
their nose in a screen nonstop. “Americans ages 30 to 49 are now about as likely as younger adults to use the
internet almost constantly (36% versus 39%). The share of 30- to 49-year olds who say this has risen 12 percentage points since 2015. Meanwhile, the share of constantly online Americans ages 50 to 64 has risen from 12% to
17%.” In other words, you have to be online to compete and get your message across.
But, how people consume information online does vary. Deoitte has a
comparison report of how Gen Z, Millennials, Gen X, Boomers and Matures
consume content online here. This can
give you a sense for how tactics vary
among different age groups. Boomers,
for example, rely on email, phone and
mailers to get news. Gen Y relies on
texts, social media, and mobile ways
to learn about things. Pew Research
shows in this article that Facebook and
Youtube are the leading places people
consume in the U.S.
However, rising trends show new
tools are gaining power. According to
Pew, some 78% of 18- to 24-year-olds
use Snapchat, and a sizeable majority
of these users (71%) visit the platform
multiple times per day. Similarly, 71%
of Americans in this age group now use
Instagram and close to half (45%) are
Twitter users.
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You’ll find that demographics also change how people consume media. For example, Pew Research shows
that:
• Pinterest remains substantially more popular with women (41% of whom say they use
the site) than with men (16%).
•

LinkedIn remains especially popular among college graduates and those in high-income households. Some 50% of Americans with a college degree use LinkedIn, compared with just 9% of those with a high school diploma or less.

•

The messaging service WhatsApp is popular in Latin America, and this popularity
also extends to Latinos in the United States – 49% of Hispanics report that they are
WhatsApp users, compared with 14% of Whites and 21% of Blacks.

Users of one platform often tie into the use of other platforms by internet consumption. For example, an Instagram photo may be posted on Pinterest or shared with friends via WhatsApp. In the graphic below, you can
see how users are likely to interact with other social media platforms.

There is infinitely more information and statistics online about how various age demographics consume
media, and we urge you to look at it when you have time. For now, we’re going to focus our efforts on teaching
you digital media across the most commonly used platforms, so that you have a sense for when you will be placing and testing your ads. When possible, we’ll give you DIY options. We’ll also aim to give you a framework to
start, and then you can go into a digital firm informed if you choose to use one.
On the Left, we are behind in the digital spend arena. A lack of accountability among consultants, a lack of
knowledge sharing, a lack of templates and frameworks, and communication has led to campaigns even as recent as 2016 on the Democratic and Progressive side sinking money into TV, radio and mailers, when the same
spend could have been used much more effectively online. As we mentioned above, while the Right has been
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putting 40% of their campaign budgets into digital spend and training their candidates well on how to use that
spend, the Left often sees its candidate putting just 20-30% or less into digital spend and sinking the rest into
more traditional tactics like TV, print, and radio. We must get our digital spend to parity with the Right, and
part of that means that our training for candidates -- especially down-ballot candidates -- needs to be centralized and emancipated from firms and consultants at the beginner levels. You will always need vendors and consultants, but it is important to have an understanding of digital budgeting and questions to ask before meeting
with vendors. In general, you want your digital spend to be around 40% of your overall budget. However, please
note, if you run in a rural area with poor connectivity with less web usage, you might need to focus on more
traditional media. Things should always be subjective to the circumstances you are in.
Before we get started in organizing tools, a quick note: we will talk about a lot of “digital” areas in this document and refer to this 40% number. It’s important to remember that when we talk about this 40% spend optimal
percentage, we mean digital paid media and communications spend. This spend does not apply to tools being
bought, team members in digital or similar tools in a budget. For example, Hustle and Victory Guide, two tools
used for knocking on doors and texting, would be charted under Field Tools in the budget. Communications
tools would go under Communications. ActBlue charges would go under Finance. And personnel costs -- even
if they are in the Digital department -- would go into HR and Headcount. When we say digital spend needs to
be around 40%, we mean digital spend across several categories, such as name ID, persuasion, mobilization,
email programs, and other paid non-individual communications. In other words, it is anything hurled out into
the world in ad form to promote people voting for you. Digital spend will also depend on your DMA or Designated Marketing Area. We talk more about DMAs, so stay tuned.

Budget Allocation to Figure out Digital Spend
No campaign, regardless of size, is immune to internal battles for budget allocation. The biggest thing that
you will be spending on in your campaign is letting the outside world know that you exist, that you have great
ideas, and that you want to be hired for office. Spend that is used to tell the world about you is called media
spend, and the money allocated to media spend that works online to let people know about you -- through, say,
Google, Facebook, banner ads or similar -- is digital media.
The digital spend is often the last of the paid media budget categories to be appropriated. Because of the
nature of digital advertising, digital campaigns give a lot more flexibility to expand or shrink budget quickly
with the ability to add multiple layers of targeting on universes. An unfortunate outcome of this is a severely
diminished digital budget if fundraising slows. Campaigns from big to small would benefit with the creation of
platforms that calculate ROI across paid media channels.

How Campaigns Think About their Budgets
•

Most political campaigns think about their overall budget in terms of 8 categories:

•

Operations (Campaign management, accounting, administrative expenses, taxes)

•

Strategy, Research, Policy, and Political (Polling, modeling, researchers, political consultants)

•

Digital (Digital staff and consultants)

•

Communications (Comms staff and consultants)
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•

Legal (Legal Counsel)

•

Field/Voter Contact (Field staff, GOTV materials, phones, texting, field supplies)

•

Fundraising (Finance staff/consultants, mail, events, digital)

•

Paid Media (Digital, TV, Radio, Print, Mail, Production)

Some individual campaigns may structure their budgets differently, and a few expenses will touch multiple
budget line items. A link to a sample campaign budget template is provided here to give you some context.
The first two questions a campaign will need to answer to formulate its budget are “What will it cost to run
a competitive campaign for this district?” and “How much can this campaign raise?” After figuring these things
out, the campaign will need to figure out its baseline expenses, then break out what will be spent on Voter Contact/Field and in paid media. Let’s tackle these separately.

The Cost to be Competitive
You need to figure out is “What will it cost to run a competitive campaign in my district?” The answer to
this question can vary from candidate to candidate, but campaigns should research what past campaigns have
spent in the primary and general elections in the district. Once you have researched previous campaigns, don’t
just stop there. The candidate before you might have been dealing with a different climate or with no competition. Research campaigns of similar sizes in your area that are facing a similar climate and set of competitors
to yours in the present time as well. For example, a race where Democrats might not have run a candidate and
Republicans took the seat before Trump might have cost 300k to win, but with Democrats determined to take
back more seats now, race budget might soar to 1mm or more to turn the district blue.
Figures for previous races can provide a baseline for what past successful campaigns have spent (and to a
certain degree, what they spent that money on). Full campaign finance reports for all federal candidates can be
found on the FEC’s website here.
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Most state candidates have similar databases housed with their Secretary of State’s office. Here is a link to
Michigan’s for example.Then, take the win number and persuasion universe that we talked about before, and use
that to formulate your budget, your digital spend, and your overall plan to win!

How Much You Can Raise
The next question you need to ask yourself is “How much can my campaign raise?” Each candidate needs
to assess the strength of their fundraising network. For most non-incumbent races, these networks will consist
of friends, family, colleagues, and other close relationships. Successful campaigns will tap these personal relationships while cultivating new ones to keep expanding the candidate’s fundraising network. For this reason,
campaigns should be diligent when creating finance plans and forecasting future revenue.
Looking at prior campaigns and other fundraising from the district to statewide or national campaigns can
provide additional insight into potential fundraising, but actually tapping into that potential requires political
success. You cannot assume that because someone gave to the prior challenger for the district, they will give to
you as the new challenger - most of that challengers money likely came to people with prior connections to that
challenger. If you don’t have those connections, getting that money won’t be easy. Gaining the endorsement of
that prior challenger doesn’t make anything a sure thing either. Going after someone else’s list of donors can be
risky before you have earned some credibility in the community as a candidate. Some donors will be “burned”
if you reach out to them before they perceive you as worthy. If you don’t find any success with a small sample of
the list, put it aside and come back to it later after you’ve done more to earn credibility with those donors.
You should do outreach to prior candidates/campaigns, you should try to collect donor lists and use available resources to research donor histories. Don’t just ask someone for their email list, ask them if they will give
you their email list and send that list an email in their name asking their prior supporters to opt-in to your list.
Ask that candidate to sit and make calls with you, to text the people they communicate with that way while sitting next to you so they can turn a positive text exchange into a phone conversation with you in real time.
NextDems has written a Medium article about how to write your finance plan here.
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Baseline Expenses
Third, you need to ask yourself “What are my baseline expenses?” These can often come from your team,
if it is already in place, and if they have previous experience running a campaign. Often, campaign managers
come into a campaign with a sense of baseline expenses from previous work, but if needed, you can see some
sample baseline expenses at www.techyourself.org and in our campaign budget template provided here.
Campaigns should draft a staffing plan for their operations, finance, and field departments complete with a
timetable and monthly compensation for each. Then, each campaign should account for campaign consultants
and contractors that they will want to employ. These could be political or strategy consultants, polling firms,
digital consultants, fundraising firms, researchers or legal counsel. Finally, the campaign needs to estimate administrative costs like the voter file, NGP VAN, taxes, employee gas reimbursement, and the hundreds of small
miscellaneous expenses campaigns will inevitably incur.

Voter Contact/Field Expenses
After the baseline expenses are outlined, there will be two remaining areas with large budget flexibility: Voter Contact/Field and paid media.
When budgeting for your Voter Contact/Field program, make sure to include all items that directly support
one-to-one communications. This budget section will include paid field staff, gas mileage reimbursements, cost
of literature and supplies for canvassers, and field tech tools like Hustle and CallHub that facilitate one-on-one
voter contact. The campaign budget will inform how many field organizers can be hired, what field tech tools
can be used and at what capacity, and what kind of events and materials can be made to support the field team.

Paid Media Expenses
Paid media is made up of ad spending on TV, radio, print (newspapers), mail, digital, ad production costs,
and any payment, commissions or serving costs paid to a media buyer. With each advertising method, a campaign should consider who they can target and through what channels while maintaining a frequency that will
allow the message to sink in and be effective. TV, digital, and mail account for the lion’s share of ad spending.
Production costs can also become significant if the campaign chooses to use multiple creatives. The campaign’s
paid media strategy should work in coordination with all other aspects of the campaign, but especially with field
and voter contact. Paid media should support and amplify the messaging that the field team is bringing door to
door.
DMAs and your Paid Media Budget

There are a number of factors and data points to consider when appropriating the campaign’s paid media
budget between digital, TV, and direct mail. First, let’s examine what a DMA is. DMA stands for Designated
Market Area, sometimes just referred to as “media market.” The country is currently divided 210 DMAs that
typically encompass metropolitan areas with rural areas being combined. Ad time placed for your campaign will
play across the entire DMA, and some district lines will include multiple DMAs. Generally speaking, the more
populous your DMA, the more expensive points will be. Small markets can become very expensive, though, if
there is a large spike in competition for airtime (like around election days).
Here is what pricing across Michigan’s DMAs looked like in the days ahead of the 2018 elections in relation
to the percentage of the 2016 vote those media markets accounted for:
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Here is what pricing across Michigan’s DMAs looked like in the days ahead of the 2018 elections in relation
to the percentage of the 2016 vote those media markets accounted for:
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Factors to Consider with Paid Media Budgets

Now, let’s examine what to consider as you create a paid media budget and break it out into the various
channels available to you, which should include online advertising, TV, radio, direct mail, and more:
•

Effectiveness of Expenses: First, the campaign needs to assess if the amount they will
spend in a particular medium will be enough to effectively persuade and motivate voters. Candidates that live in expensive DMAs may have to rely more heavily on digital
because their budget would not allow for a significant TV buy. Talk to as many other
candidates as you can, and if you hire a firm, they can aid you with this too. Make sure
you set aside enough.

•

Quality of Voter File: Consider the quality of the voter file in the area and “real”
matches. Addressable digital campaigns can be significantly hampered if the voter file
is inaccurate or has bad data, and therefore the campaign’s targeted universe(s) match
rates are low. Bad data will affect the reach and efficacy of the addressable campaigns
and could inform use of funds elsewhere. If campaigns do run into this problem,
shifted funds could effectively be used on demographic targeting. See The Critical
Nature of Data for further explanation.

•

Average Screen Time: If possible, campaigns should acquire data about how much
time voters are spending on their computers, phones, and tablets. Districts that have
older populations or rural districts with poor wireless connectivity could have significantly less opportunity to reach likely voters on digital. Older populations are
spending significant amounts of time on Facebook, but not on as many devices as
younger generations. See below for an example breakdown of screen time from MI-11
residents.

•

Targeting: You will make many decisions over the course of the campaign on who the
campaign’s ads should be targeting as you learn more about the electorate and messaging. This information can lead to decisions to run at a higher frequency among
certain segments and possibly drop segments altogether. Often times with digital
and mail targeting, you will rank your universes and drop the weakest universes if
the budget doesn’t allow. Analytic firms can aid you with this universe targeting if
your race is at the size to warrant that kind of approach. The DNC and TargetSmart’s
“Voter File 2.0 Program” provides for targeted segments pre-loaded into social media
platforms, as well. Read more here. In the event the voter file is not useful or available
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for targeting, platforms such as Facebook offer targeting “liberals” or “moderates” that
is a fairly good proxy for targeting these audiences.
•

Supporting field and contacting hard-to-reach voters: In certain districts, there will be
pockets of voters that it will be impractical to get canvassers to. The challenge might
be with language or with geography. Strategies could be laid out to target those voters
directly with digital ads. The same goes for cord cutters who no longer have tv/cable
subscriptions. Once you have identified the pockets of voters or communities that
you would like to target digitally, it is only a matter of setting up your digital targeting to increase frequency to those specific segments with the messaging/creative you
would like them to see. If it is physically difficult to get canvassers to certain pockets
of votes because of the geography of your district, your digital firm can “geofence” the
area and increase frequency to your targeted universe within that. If there are specific
communities that your field team is struggling to penetrate, your campaign can use
different creatives/messaging and have your digital firm layer on targeting segments
to hit this community. These tactics can help to make sure your message is still getting
to places where your field team cannot, but it cannot replace to effective rates we see
with canvassers having one-to-one conversations with voters at their homes.

•

Primary vs. general: Campaigns will be dealing with different voting populations for
primary and general elections. The considerations should be made independently for
each election. Voting populations in primaries tend to skew older and, in most states,
primary voters must be registered with party affiliation. In a general election, a large
part of your election strategy could be to win independent voters, but you will not
have that option in the primary. Also, the total amount of votes cast in a primary will
be considerably smaller than in a general election (with exceptions for competitive
primaries with one-sided general elections). This means that a constituency group
that was critical to your primary win may not be large enough to influence the general
election in the same way.

Digital Ad Goals, Terms, and Expectations
Digital paid media includes any placement that has spend behind it online. Sometimes people get confused
between organic social media and paid social media. That’s because the placements on Facebook and Instagram
look very similar to posts from your friends or people you follow. However, organic social media posts will only
be seen by anyone who chooses to follow a candidate or organization, while paid media allows you to choose
who is going to see your message. These placements can look very different from one site or platform to another.
Here are some examples of some of the type of paid media placements you will see online:
Standard Display Ad

The best uses for this ad are to:
•

Reinforce messaging (ideally a supplement to a buy, not the only tactic)

•

Drive up ad frequency for higher message retention

•

Typical Sizes for this ad include: 300x250, 300x600,320x50 (mobile), 728x90, etc.
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Google Search Ad
The best uses for this ad are to:
•

Reach people who are actively seeking information about a candidate

•

Find extremely qualified “action takers”, especially donors

•

Drive people to very specific landing pages based upon issues they are interested in

To go into a little more detail on search ads
since we haven’t gone into this in the guide,
search ads were the first digital ads. Before there
was Facebook or Youtube, Google was serving
you ads when you searched for something in
their search engine. Say you’re searching for
“Nike sneakers.” Nike can pay to show you an ad
encouraging you to buy their shoes from their
online store, and so can Adidas. Google is the
most used search engine, but there are others
like Bing and Ask.com that have the same style
of ads.
In the marketing world, search is what we
call a “pull” form of advertising. This means
that the person you’re showing an ad to has already indicated they’re interested in what your ad talks about, as
opposed to “push” advertising where you are putting a message in front of someone without them asking for
it. “Pull” advertising is incredibly powerful because it means the people seeing your ads are “hand raisers” -they’re already primed to do what you’re asking them to do.
Even though your first digital ad dollars should go to Youtube and Facebook, it’s important to put some
money behind running search ads on your candidate’s name, and ideally, your opponent’s name and other terms
related to your district (i.e. Illinois 14 congressional race). People who search for those terms are raising their
hands and saying, “I want more information,” so you want to make sure they get that information from your
point of view by directing them to an appropriate page on your website when they click on the ad. If you have
more money, you should also try to cover terms related to the issues that voters might care about in your race.
You will be able to use geo-targeting to make sure you are only reaching people who search within your district.
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High Impact Display

The best uses for this ad are to:
• Drive awareness on sites that are heavily skewed towards your audience
•

Build excitement around big moments

Social Media Ad (Facebook & Instagram)

The best uses for this ad are to:
•

Run very targeted campaigns (local, custom and niche
audiences)

•

Achieve action oriented goals (sign ups, etc.)

•

Reach and
scale your
brand name
with voters.
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Video Ads (general)
The best uses for this ad are to:
•

Reach and scale with potential voters

•

Connect with voters using a story (create emotion)

•

Here is a YouTube example:

•

Here is a Hulu example:
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Audio

The best uses for audio files are to:
•

Storytell to people who are actively listening
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Sponsored Content

The best uses of this content are to:
•

Take control of the narrative by writing your own headlines

•

Leverage the legitimacy of publications with established audiences

•

There are three types of this content. Branded Posts, social handshakes, and sponsored content articles.

Paid Ad Campaign Types
There are generally three types of goals that digital campaigns seek to achieve. List building and fundraising campaigns work to build email and texting lists that they can then contact frequently to encourage their
supporters to donate. Persuasion campaigns seek to convince people to vote for a candidate. Generally, the idea
with persuasion is to identify people who will vote, but aren’t sure who they are going to vote for yet. Mobilization, or GOTV, campaigns encourage voters to turn out at elections. This involves targeting people that we are
(nearly) certain will vote for the candidate, but we aren’t sure if they will show up to the polls.
Paid media can be incredibly effective, but it’s often tied to your message and your creative. The best campaigns send text messages and creatives constantly, switching things up and monitoring what is impacting voters most. Creative simply refers to the assets you are using to market yourself to people. This could be a simple
banner ad, a radio recorded spot, a video or an animated gif.
Creative testing is done in two ways: either before the message goes live or when the ad creative is in marTech Yourself
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ket. Analytics firms like Civis and traditional polling firms offer the ability to test ad creative before it goes into
the market. Civis, for example, offers an in-survey testing methodology. Traditional polling firms often conduct
focus groups or have their own survey methods. The advantage of doing this is that you can make a decision on
what ad creative to put spend behind before you place it in front of voters. This will cost money, though, and it
takes time to get results. There are also other disadvantages to certain methodologies, In particular focus groups
can often get “group think” where people will agree with others who are participating.
In terms of what the cost looks like, Civis for example, requires around $15K to test 3 ads. Typically, however, their tests range from $10-30K. The smallest geography they can currently test is a congressional district (but
could do a state legislative test if they could split up districts).
You can also test creative while it’s live. One of the one platforms that offers a testing solution is Google
through Youtube. There are currently two types of tests with Google: Brand Lift and Max Lift. Brand Lift allows
you to run an ad for a 7 day flight and receive results after the test is done. Max Lift actually optimizes during
the test, so that it’s constantly learning who is being persuaded by a video and showing that video to other
similar individuals. With Brand Lift, Google requires a minimum spend of $7K over a 7 day period for the test
(per each video that you want to test). With Max Lift, Google suggests that you have an audience size of around
$400K to start in order to use this too. They typically don’t suggest going smaller than a congressional district
with a filter for left leaning voters and undecided. You should also make sure you know when to expect the
test results from Google. Discuss this in advance, so they know your needs and can provide results in a timely
manner, so you can use it for decision-making purposes. You can also complete simple A/B testing using the
Facebook ad manager.
Sometimes, you will be surprised at the ads that perform best. Often, those who choose to work on campaigns have a very different mindset than those who are persuadable voters (who tend to be more moderate,
and less of “insiders” in the political space). This is why testing can be so helpful. Megan Clasen, a digital political consultant says, “One of the best performing ads on the JB Pritzker campaign was simply a video I took of
him walking and answering non-political questions.” (See link here) “We tested this with both Civis Analytics
and with Google and saw very positive results, so we actually expanded the budget we planned to spend on paid
media with this ad.”
Another thing you want to avoid is ads creating backlash with voters. Sometimes ads have an opposite
effect, which is a situation we always want to avoid when possible. Even with polling, it’s impossible to know
exactly how someone will react to a video portraying a message, especially when it is a negative message. Megan
Clasen says, ”When I was JB Pritzker’s digital director, we had 7 different negative messages that polled really
well, so we made an animated video creative for each message. Only 3 out of the 7 were effective in moving voters and the other 4 actually hurt us more than they helped us.”
Before laying out any cash, it’s important to think about what you want to achieve with a digital buy. This
will help set expectations on what to expect in terms of “performance.” There are a few key things that our digital campaign managers have seen that they want you to know.
First, when running a persuasion campaign, you normally don’t see a lot of positive engagement with the
ads. Persuasion campaigns, by definition, are targeting people who are not sure they are on board with the
candidate, so they are unlikely to like, comment or share your ad. In fact, too much positive engagement can
suggest you are targeting people who are already “with” the candidate and not necessarily persuasible. Clasen
states, “Sometimes candidates and managers can get obsessed with likes. [...] They will badger their digital or
campaign managers for more likes, worries that they are behind their opponent, when in reality they are just
fine and in fact outperforming them. What matters is that the person sees the ad, registers your face, and has a
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positive impression.” The best way to measure a persuasion campaign is before you launch it by setting yourself
up for success with proven creative messaging and an effective targeting strategy and media plan. Then, during
the campaign, you should measure reach and frequency to ensure you are reaching the number of people you
thought you were going to reach with your campaign spend and reaching them enough times that you can
change their mind.
Second, no one can ever predict if you will “go viral” with someone. Don’t try and just take your chances. The idea of “going viral” is often talked about among Democrats, but this is very much the exception and
not the rule. It’s incredibly difficult to actually be able to predict the content that will achieve virality, and this
should never be something you count on. This is often more of a “capitalizing on a big moment” strategy and an
argument for your team to be able to respond rapidly. Further, virality is a tricky concept because those sharing
your ad tend to have more of a liberal skew to begin with. Even if your ad is getting a lot of views, it may not be
getting the “moderate persuadable” views that are most impactful for a persuasion campaign to succeed. Whatever the case, be aware that people have a 6-second attention span. If you call their attention to something, make
100% that the ask is clear.
Ultimately, wirality is best used for fundraising because, as mentioned, you are often reaching a more liberal, insider audience. For example, in 2016 Donald Trump accused Hillary Clinton of “playing the women card.”
The Hillary Clinton digital team immediately designed a physical “woman card” and sold them online, raising
millions of dollars for the campaign.
•

Here’s an example of a social media gif:

•

Here’s an example of an email:
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•

Here’s an example Facebook ad:

Here’s an example landing page:

Finally, for GOTV periods, which are the periods before both your primary and general elections where you
push voters to the polls or to mail-in ballots, there are certain goals that will be more measurable than others.
For example, if you are running a Commit to Vote program, you can track the cost per commit and optimize
your buy. Many candidates also run election day awareness campaigns, which are geared toward letting voters
know they can vote early, where they can vote or when election day is. In this case, the planning and buying
strategy would be more similar to persuasion, where you are trying to achieve a certain reach and frequency.
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CPM

Before we go any further, we should examine the concept of cost per thousand impressions (CPM). The cost
of digital ads is typically spoken about as a CPM, or cost per thousand impressions. An impression is anytime
your ad loads on a webpage, so in theory it is seen by the person you are trying to reach. The reason I am phrasing it as “loads on a webpage” is that there has been a lot of discussion around “viewable” impressions in the
last couple of years, which is one of the reasons that it’s important to understand what you are buying when
purchasing digital advertising.There are many different types of impressions: in terms of creative type, length or
location on a page. These are all important to factor into the CPM.
The CPM of your buy will change based on the type of digital creative you are running. In some cases,
demand of the ad market will change the CPM. For self serve platform buys, or anything that is not reserved in
advance, CPM will fluctuate based upon how many other people are trying to buy ads to reach the same audience as you are. This is something to keep in mind as you get close to election day because it’s highly likely that
costs will rise since other candidates who are running against you or other races in your district will be vying for
the same online ad time as you are. Another factor that can change CPM and cost may be unavoidable. Quarter
4, or Oct-Nov-Dec, is always more expensive for online media because this is when a lot of brand advertisers
spend a lot of money. If the end of your race falls into this area, you simply need to plan for it and spend what
you need to.
CPA

For the purposes of understanding how to budget media, another term is cost per acquisition (CPA) is useful. This is often used to calculate the cost of getting a customer online, so that it can be juxtaposed against what
they bring in. In the political sense, since there are no products to sell other than you, “acquisition” would refer
to registering a voter to your list. We talk about CPA in the section around list-building because, if you assign
a CPA to each email, you can figure out the cost to get an email overall. To give an example, you might release
banners, Facebook ads, and some Google ads to get people to give you an email, resulting in $12 CPA per email
you receive. After you sign up for a list, you are taken to an immediate donation page, so more might come in.
Long term donations over time and immediate donations prompted by emails bring in revenue over time, so
your CPA of your supporter goes down as the donations go up.
ROI

ROI simply refers to the return on investment, or whatever you make based on what you spend. Because
you are in the political space, you will want to count votes and donations as your “return” for spend that you
make on, say, digital ads, tools and volunteers in the field.
Impressions and Frequency

Finally, a key term for understanding how to gauge the effectiveness of your media to voters is via impressions. Impressions are basically “touches” that you send out to each individual voter, so they see you, recognize
your face, and absorb your message. In marketing, startups usually “stack” impressions to their customers at
key times, which means that they run marketing across varying channels to make sure that someone sees and
hears the brand anywhere from 3-6 times a week. For example, the babysitting brand Sittercity.com, attempting
to reach moms during the first week of May to advertise babysitters for summer, might run ads on Facebook,
Instagram, Google, and NPR. The brand also put up a billboard or two and pursued a news story with print,
broadcast news, and bloggers in Chicago. Buying across all these platforms within a contained time period of,
say, one week, allows the site to guarantee that their main demographic of moms in Chicago will likely average
out to seeing and hearing about them three times that week. Thus, some percentage of that group might buy a
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membership and arrange a babysitter for a date.
The number and type of ads you will run using this strategy will likely cluster around periods of seasonality,
which is the natural trends that you see. For example, for babysitters, moms often hire for the back-to-school
period, September, in January after the holidays as school begins again, and in May when school lets out. The
business knows to stack ads around these time periods in their major markets. Stacking them across eight channels might lead to moms seeing and hearing about the brand three times during a critical week, making them
likely to buy.
Why not just touch people once? It’s the same thing you saw in grade school. One touch is easy to ignore,
but the more buzz you hear about a popular classmate all in one week will make you really wonder who this
person is. The more channels that people see or hear you on, like radio, social media, and word of mouth all in
one week, the more they will really wonder who you are.

The Lifecycle of Campaigns
Speaking of seasonality, it exists in campaigns too! This time, you are the product, and your “seasonal” period is across a primary and a general time period that you have no control over. It’s important to understand the
lifecycle of campaigns as you budget, so that as you go, you are budgeting in enough for the parts of your primary campaign and your general. For campaigns, the life cycle begins with list-building and ends with GOTV
spend. Mobilization spend and persuasion spend are ongoing through the entire race. Every campaign is different, however, and sometimes things move around to accommodate a certain area or race.

Types of Ad Partners and Platforms
Generally, there are two ways to buy ads online: through a self-serve platform directly or by an insertion
order with the ad partner. An insertion order is a contract between the ad partner and the buyer that lays out
the terms of the buy. This will typically include things like length of campaign, targeting that has been agreed
upon, out clause (how much time is required to modify or cancel the ad buy), the spend and frequency rate, and
any other necessary terms.

Programmatic Buying at the Smallest Race Levels
There has finally been some progress on low-cost ways for the smallest campaigns to get help in targeting.
There has been a rise in programmatic ad buying. The biggest platform is DBM, Google’s version, and there are
now smaller competitors like TradeDesk. Often, agencies have their own programmatic buying options that can
tap into available inventory via Google and other sources. A political example of this is Rising Tide’s sister company DSPolitical. DSP, which stands for demand-side platform, developed a self-serve platform that is geared
toward smaller campaigns- those spending less than ~$5k on digital platforms. This can work well alongside the
self-serve platforms offered by Facebook and Youtube.
However, there are a few things to look out for when using a self-serve ad targeting program like DSP or any
other:
•

Targeting is never terrific on these platforms. While they say you have total control
over where the ads show up, there still might be ads showing up in suboptimal places.
Good firms will have sites like Breitbart, for example, on a blacklist so that your ad
never appears there. Firms are highly recommended when it comes to buying.
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•

These ads might show “below the fold” and not really be seen. This means ads will appear below the homepage that first pops up when you open a page, meaning you have
to scroll down to see the ad.

•

The quality of impressions might not be that great. Again, the ad might be in a cluttered area next to an animated gif that pulls focus or too far down the page.

•

There’s also the issue of bot traffic. You can be charged for impressions that are seen by
bots, not real people. There are companies, such as White Ops, that allow you to add a
tag to your impression that distinguishes between bot traffic and real people.

That said, these can be a great start on targeting if you have a small budget, and they are worth exploring.
One note: you have to already be in a political seat or be part of an agency to tap into this level of programmatic
buying, so be aware.

Buying on Self Serve Platforms
With self-serve platforms, such as Facebook and Google (Adwords, Trueview), you or someone who works
for you will have to set up the ad from start to finish. This includes uploading the creative asset, setting up targeting parameters, choosing the budget you want to spend, and determining the timeframe in which it will be
spent. You can see a full tutorial on how to set up ads on Facebook from start to finish here.
Also, understand that in order to advertise with Facebook or Google, there is a process to get verified as an
approved political advertiser. You will need the person whose account is setting up the ads to be verified prior to
launching. It’s recommended to just go ahead and do this if you think there is any chance you’ll need to set up
ads in the future, because it can take up to two weeks to complete. You can go to Facebook.com/ID to start the
Facebook process, and there are some guides to Facebook best practices for advertising in politics here. You can
find support and ask questions here to a Facebook political representative here.
A final note about Facebook political ads is that they are all now stored in Facebook Archive. This means
that you can search any political advertiser and see the ads they have run, approximate targeting, and approximate spending. This can give you a wonderful look into what your competitors are doing and also into what
races did to best to target their messages to your district. Here is a link to see this Archive.

Buying Via Partners Direct
If you work with partners directly, such as Hulu, Pandora, Spotify, NBC, etc.you will negotiate the targeting,
cost, and other terms upfront. Typically you would go to a partner and let them know who you want to reachfor example, women 35+ who skew moderate-, the length of time you want to run the campaign, the type of ad
creative you anticipate having -for example, if you are working with Hulu, they would want to know if you are
going to have a :30 second video or a 15 second video-, and the total budget you want to spend. After receiving
this information, they will provide you a proposal that shows how many impressions you would get during the
campaign and what the CPM will be. This should also outline the targeting they are using to reach your audience, along with some additional terms.
There are some important things to consider when working directly with ad partners, and this is why
campaigns typically do not go this route unless they have an agency negotiating on their behalf. First, there are
minimum spend requirements with most of these partners, as well as limitations on the location targeting they
are able to employ. For example, a partner like Pandora or Hulu might require you to spend around a minimum
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of $20-30K in order to execute a buy. Some partners will get down to zip code level targeting, assuming that you
are able to meet the spend requirements, but in other cases, you may have to target a wider geographic rangefor instance, by DMA. The law says that ad partners have to provide the same thing to every candidate, so if they
agree to lower the spend requirement for one candidate, they must allow all others to have comparable requirements.
Also, most ad partners require that campaigns pay them upfront, and if partners don’t deliver the buy in
full, meaning that they were not able to fulfill the exact amount of impressions contracted, based on market
demand, it can be a process to get the money back quickly to use on other aspects of the campaign. This is due
to the nature of the billing departments at each company.
Furthermore, you have to be careful with the type of targeting that outside partners are planning to implement. It’s important to understand the targeting that any ad partner is suggesting. For example, if they say they
are going to target liberal leaning adults 35+, you should be asking them what data they are using to get to these
attributes. Hulu could be using their own internal sign up data to find adults 35+, or they could be inferring age
based upon content consumption (age skewing of each of their programs), or they could be bringing in some
kind of third party data source to determine age. If the partner you are working with is selling ads on a variety
of sites, you should make sure that you get a site list that identifies exactly where your ads will be placed. This is
important to ensure that you aren’t running ads next to explicit content or content that doesn’t align with your
campaign message. For example, you would not want to run an ad for a Democratic candidate on Breitbart.com.
Understanding how you are reaching voters and how accurate the data being used is should be a big factor in
budget allocation.
Finally, it’s important to consider the out clause - which is the term for when the contract can be terminated. Political campaigns move fast, and you don’t want to be stuck spending money on a target group that is no
longer relevant to your goals.

Self-Serve Vs. Partner Direct: Which is Better?
There are positives to both sides, but if you are working with a limited budget and staff capacity, it is recommended to keep it simple. Both Facebook and Youtube have such a wide reach and great targeting that utilizing
these two platforms to buy ads is a great way to execute a paid digital program without hiring an outside agency
or consultant.
If you get to a point where you have the budget to buy directly with ad partners, there are many positives to
doing this as well. There tend to be more premium ad placements than you would get from working through a
self-serve platform. For example, about 80% of Hulu impressions typically serve on a connected TV, and they
are forced view ads with sound on- creating the same experience as a traditional TV ad. Also, working directly
with ad partners allows you to reach the voters at a variety of places they are spending time online throughout
their day. Lastly, using partners you can reserve impressions in advance, so when the marketplace becomes
crowded during key timeframes -for example, as you are nearing election day-, you can maintain the same CPM
(cost per thousand impressions) as you had initially negotiated and be guaranteed to serve impressions to your
target audience. Self-serve platforms are typically demand-based, meaning that you are bidding on the impressions in real time. When demand increases, the cost of the impression will increase; on the other hand, if you
are not in a surge period, you can get some really good pricing.

How to Think About Targeting Online
There are many different types of targeting online, mainly because there are many different data sourcTech Yourself
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es available- each with varying degrees of accuracy. These include addressable targeting, lookalike targeting,
demographic targeting, first party targeting, third party targeting, niche targeting, and location targeting. The
DNC and TargetSmart are also releasing VoterFile 2.0, and you can find out more about this emerging product
here Learn more here.

Addressable Targeting
Addressable targeting involves taking data from the voter file and uploading it directly to online platforms
to target individuals that you want to reach. This type of targeting is considered to be the most precise because
you are actually reaching individuals who are voters and are considered top targets for the campaign. Typically, a data analyst would work with the voter file data and model a persuadable audience depending on certain
scores attributed to each individual. The data available here is limited to what is on the actual voter file to begin
with, but typically you would have a first name, last name, zip code and ideally email address and/or address.
There are, however, many drawbacks to using addressable targeting, which must be considered when allocating budget. First, this type of targeting is very reliant on voter file data, so any bad data will affect your
targeting. For example, if there is a “John Smith” in your file without a lot more data, this might lead to multiple
match results. Second, there are limited places you can run ads online with addressable targeting. Facebook
is the only place you can really do this at scale. Google can match data- but at a much lower rate. Most premium video partners are not able to accept outside data, and if they do, the match rates are so incredibly low that
it doesn’t make sense to do so. Overall, applying voter data to online platforms is risky as this is not an exact
science. The match rates and ability to reach individuals online can be limited, due to information on the voter
file. Sometimes it’s not possible to find a match with the info given, or outdated information doesn’t generate
a match; in general, the matching process allows for some margin of error. Even the smallest difference in data
can make a match difficult - for example, someone registering to vote with their maiden name hyphenated with
their married name but using only their married name on Facebook.
Due to the factors outlined above, even with Facebook, you ultimately will only reach about 50% of your
intended audience. By the time you go through the matching process and launch a campaign, the difference
in match rate (say you match about 70% of the voters from the file) and the actual reach (and the reach of that
group is only about 70%), you lose a large portion of your intended target audience.
Be aware that there are fees associated with matching, and CPM’s are going to be higher for this type of targeting. When matching with services like Liveramp and Neustar, which use outside data sources to match with
the voter file, there is typically an extra CPM of around $0.20, and when matching and running ads on Facebook, the addressable targeting can be $0.5-1.00 higher than a typical targeted buy. It depends on many other
factors, of course, but the incremental costs can add up quickly.

Lookalike Targeting
Another sub category within addressable targeting is lookalike targeting. This involves taking a small modeled sub-segment of your voter file that contains the best targets and creating a segment on Facebook that finds
similar individuals. You would need an analytics hire or agency to be able to model the audience that you start
with, and they would upload this audience onto Facebook to create a lookalike. You can choose how “wide” the
lookalike goes, meaning that as your targeting segment gets larger, those found model the original segment less
precisely.
This targeting tries to remedy the gaps of addressable targeting and its ability to only reach about 50 % of
your intended audience. This still allows you to utilize the voter file data, but you aren’t only reaching those
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who match, you are reaching a wider audience that looks very similar to those you need to persuade. CPM’s
here will also be slightly cheaper than using the one to one addressable matching.

Demographic Targeting
Demographic targeting involves taking the information you know about your voters, and applying it online across different partners or platforms. For example, you might know that the majority of your persuadable
voters skew 50+ and identify as moderates. You can use online data online to find your voters using this information.
There are many ways to “demo target’ online. The accuracy of this approach is dependant on where the data
is coming from and what is known versus what is being assumed based on an individual’s online behavior. The
most important thing is to ask a lot of questions, so you fully understand how you are reaching your intended
audience online.

First Party Targeting
The most accurate way to target demographics is first party targeting on different partners and sites. This is
using data that someone has chosen to give to a website / platform to target online. For example, when you join
Pandora, you give zip code, age, gender, etc. This can be a great way to target, but be aware that there are variances in the accuracy of first party data. Some of it is user generated, while other data segments are inferences
based on users habits on the site. Some sites will also use information about the habits of their visitors to target
online. For example, Hulu may know that a set of programs swings younger or more female. They may not be
given this data by the viewer, but they can make assumptions based upon how the content they offer indexes
against each audience.

Third Party Targeting
There are also many data sources that are classified as third party targeting. This means that the site or platform is taking data from another source and using it to target on their site. For example, companies like BlueKai
and eXelate will sell targeting segments for things like “newly engaged women” or “political activists.” It is not
transparent where all this data is coming from, which means you should hesitate to trust this data. Additionally,
these segments are often not refreshed frequently, so the information can be inaccurate due to it being outdated.
Another thing to remember is that a lot of times this data comes from cookies, which can be convoluted for a
variety of reasons. One example is that people share devices at home, so the user information might not reflect
accurately in the data.
In order to understand how accurate third party data sources are, it’s important to understand the origin of
the data and the application to the site - in other words how that data is being connected / integrated with other
sources. It’s important to exercise a lot of caution when relying on third party targeting segments. Many studies show this information is only about 50% accurate. It’s also an additional cost to use extra data sources on
most platforms; this can be an extra $1-2 CPM on top of your original CPM, so you can end up paying more for
something that doesn’t actually get you closer to the targets that you need to reach.

Niche Targeting
There are also thousands (if not millions) of small segments you can target online to get very specific messages in front of certain groups. For example, you may have a message about the legalization of marijuana, and
you want to target people who like groups that support this action online. You can find these by simply searchTech Yourself
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ing in Facebook’s targeting set up; if I did want to reach people that were pro-marijuana legalization, I would
search for “marijuana” in the Facebook targeting set up and choose to target members of groups and affinity
segments -based on interests and likes- that are pro-legalization. This is known as niche targeting.
This shouldn’t be the ONLY tactic you employ, as you will then leave out many voters that are important to
reach or reaching voters who already support you. When implementing this kind of targeting with paid media,
it’s important to consider what goal you want to achieve. Using budget to target niche segments should also not
take away from the campaign’s ability to get across it’s core message. Your core message is the most important,
and portraying this with reach and frequency should be your main priority.

Location Targeting
Location targeting is important in campaigns, and there are many different ways to location target online.
Some utilize first party data, and others rely on someone’s actual location at the time an ad is served. It’s important to know the difference, because if you’re targeting based on location at the time, people may cross in and
out of zip codes for work, vacation, etc. One new approach to target ads is through geo-fencing. This approach
draws a virtual boundary around an area and collects the phone add Ids (not phone numbers) of people in that
area. Mobile ads can then be delivered to those people in that area through an ad serving network like Facebook
or Google. Additionally, mobile devices that are targeted while in the geo-fenced area can continue to be targeted with ads once they leave the area - this is called a “sticky audience.” Sticky audiences can be very helpful
in targeting voters who frequent certain areas. For example, if a key component of your campaign is to make
community college more affordable, you could geo-fence the area around the college with a sticky audience
and continually serve ads to mobile devices after they have left the campus. A visual explaining geo-fencing is
included below and you can learn more here.

“Well, thanks to the Internet, I'm now bored with sex. Is there
a place on the web that panders to my lust for violence?”
								-Phillip J. Fry, Futurama
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How to Think About Ad Creative
Ad “creative” -the name given to ad images- is anything you are putting paid dollars behind online. The creative types can vary drastically from platform to platform, so it’s important to think about each online ad
experience when developing online campaigns. For example, the way someone views a Facebook ad in their
newsfeed as they are scrolling down is different from them receiving a pre-roll video ad on Youtube. The most
important thing is to make sure that your core message can be easily understood within each experience.

Creative Assets and Best Practices
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When considering investing in digital advertising, it’s important to consider the investment you’ll need to
make in digital creatives. Given the different experience a voter has online, versus when watching TV, you need
to make sure your creatives are optimized to have the strongest online impact.
The first thing to consider is the type of creative you need to produce. Many candidates don’t know that
you should likely be taking steps to enable your digital production team before you even run. To see the types
of things you should be doing before you file and announce, see this standard pre-launch candidate checklist.
Your team will need pictures of you in various outfits and settings, you will need to get your social media tags in
order, and you will need to begin to prime the pump with emails. See the list for further needs.
When deciding on a creative type, first consider where the ad creative is going to be seen online. In environments that have user generated content - such as Facebook and Youtube - it’s not necessary to make a creative that looks extremely produced. This is because these are environments that skew heavily in user generated
content, so people are used to seeing content that doesn’t look as professional. Often times, something like a
traditional television ad can feel very out of place in these environments.
If you are expanding your buy to properties such as Hulu, where the majority of ads play on television
screens, you should consider running high resolution video. This is applicable to any full episode player experience, for example, NBC, CBS, ABC, etc.where the content being viewed is very high quality. If the content
being viewed is high quality then the ad experience will be as well. Here, you are often running an ad that is not
skippable, and can be between 15 to 30 seconds in length.
Your creative will vary due to a few factors. The first is how complex is the message you are trying to get
across. If the message is fairly simple, an image or animated gif like the one below can work on platforms, such
as Facebook or Instagram. The advantage of using an animated gif is that Facebook’s algorithm shows people
content that it thinks they will engage with, and some people are more likely to engage with video or animated
content. Therefore, running gifs along with static images can increase your reach. Animated gifs are also eye
catching, so when someone is scrolling through their feed, it’s likely to catch their attention.
Here is an example of a fairly simple image creative that effectively portrayed the candidate’s message on
Facebook:
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When using digital video, understanding each platform that your ad will serve on is vital in producing the
most effective creative asset. For example, on Facebook and Youtube, most impressions are viewed on a mobile device, and the majority of Facebook (and Instagram) users view the platform without sound. While every
channel will vary slightly, there are some general ways below that can improve your video creative.
•

Subtitles: Always have subtitles on the video so it can be understood without sound.
This is extremely important since most videos are viewed without sound, particularly
on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. Furthermore, this allows the inclusion of members of society who may be excluded from sound only videos, such as the hearing
impaired.

•

Proportion of Video: Cut your video to a square 1x1 ratio when running it on Facebook and Instagram. Since most impressions are viewed on a mobile device, this
ensures that the video is taking up the maximum screen space, and this generates a
better user experience.

•

Skippable Ads: Some video ads are skippable, meaning that the person viewing them
can skip after a few seconds. A lot of ads on Youtube are skippable, as well as video
content around the web. The ability to skip videos really varies from site to site. When
video is skippable, it’s important to get your message across early. Traditional political ads often get to the “core message” near the end of the video, but with the large
amount of skippable video impressions online, you should really have the key takeaway in the first 3-4 seconds. Even if you would like to run a longer form video on
Facebook, you should ensure that the takeaway is at the forefront. Alternatively, you
can even create 6 second videos - a practice Facebook often recommends.

•

Time Limits; When running long form videos, be aware that anything longer than 1
minute will not serve on Instagram, as their limit is 60sec. Also, bear in mind that the
average attention span of your user is six seconds, so if you do not hook them early,
they will leave.

Digital Creative Can Be Lower Cost

A note here on digital creatives and spending. If you don’t have the funds to do full on digital production,
there are still ways to make a creative that works. And it’s FINE not to drop $120,000 on a TV commercial. It’s
FINE to do the same thing for $10,000. Because these days, we’re recording movies on iPhones, cameras are
cheaper than ever, and whoever is the most attention grabbing wins. Don’t let an agency tell you that “quality is
everything” to justify a $120,000 cost of shooting one ad. Message is everything, and “good enough” works here.
Get a good team, make sure your shots are clear, and hook your audience with a good opening sentence in the
first six seconds, and you will be good to go in this area.
First thing to consider when making a lower-cost digital spot is your core branding. Choosing a couple of
colors and a consistent font will help people be able to recognize your content online. Your logo should always
be large and have the candidate’s face in the shot if possible. For your logo, even if you don’t have the ability to
invest in a custom font, there are several fonts available in Microsoft and Google products that are recommended. Below are a few examples.
•
•

Proxima Nova
Oswald
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•
•

Lato
Roboto

You can find more fonts at fonts.google.com.
Simply take your candidate’s name, add their office (e.g. JB Pritzker for Governor), pop it into one of these
fonts and, voila, a logo. If you want to experiment and play around, going online and googling “free logo maker” can let you enter your text and generate a few examples. Logos can, and should, be cheap and easy.
For asset creation, there are several beginner design products that are free of cost or low cost, which can be
used. If you need to get a simple message across for an ad or for a social media post, you can just upload a photo
or use your brand colors to create a background and add text over it. Canva even lets you choose the exact
“type” of content you are making, to ensure the sizing is correct. For example, you can choose Facebook post or
Instagram story post, and it will start you off with the proper dimensions. Here are a few examples of accessible
design products
•
•
•
•
•

Canva
Creative Market
PiktoChart
Crello
Wix

We are deliberately not taking stances on any tools in this course, so please check them all out and use
whichever appears easiest and fastest to you.
When making videos, keep in mind that even shooting a video with an iPhone is pretty high quality these
days. You can also invest in a low cost $4,000 camera (some are even around $500-$1,000) if you plan to shoot
a lot of video with your internal team. The best way to do this- if you don’t have someone with experience on
your team- is to go to a store and ask for a product that is very user friendly. This allows multiple people on your
campaign to so go out and shoot video. Make sure that there is an “auto” setting that doesn’t require a lot of adjusting. If you want to shoot scripted ads without hiring a huge team, you can also get teleprompters that work
with your iPhone or iPad for about $100-150.
Once you have video footage to work with, the next step is cutting it into an ad. There are several video editing resources for beginners that are free or low cost. Here are a few examples:
•
•
•

iMovie
Adobe Spark
Photoshop (for photo gifs)

Online tutorials are simple to find online with a Google or Youtube search. You can teach yourself to use
one of these in minutes. There are also some automatic programs that will add subtitles to your videos. Just be
sure that you double check the final product to make sure that the message is correct. Creating video content
can seem very difficult and costly - but if you take these steps it won’t be.
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Digital Spend-List Building
Building a strong list comes both at the beginning your primary and your general campaign phases and can
often be a daunting task to first-time candidates. Building a “list” refers to collecting emails and other contact/
data points both in your district and across the country to compile into a CRM (usually NGP VAN). It also
means growing a compelling SMS list, or list of cell phone numbers that you can text to. Texting has become as
important as calling campaigns. Here is how to grow an SMS list and reasons why you would want to.
The more data points you are able to get from individuals, the more you will be able to effectively reach
them with your message. For example, if you just have a list of emails, you won’t be able to send different messages to those that live in your district versus those outside of it. If you have zip codes, or better yet, full addresses, you will be able to send an email to your in-district emails asking them to volunteer, while simultaneously
sending an email on the same day to your out-of-district emails asking them to donate to support the volunteers. SMS works the same way. Tools like Hustle and Relay make sending bulk messages as simple as clicking
one button per message.
In an ideal world, and in the most funded campaigns, voters are placed into a CRM tool that integrates
VAN, email tools, dialers for phone banding, and peer-to-peer texting tools. This creates a central dashboard
to reach supporters. But you have to be careful, if your list is not organically grown- and in most larger campaigns, it is not- it is simply not possible to get large lists, such as potential donor lists, without buying them.
Outside of organic growth, there are a number of paid options to speed up this process, if your list is low or if
you are seeking to grow a donor list out of your main supporter list. It is necessary to ensure the legality your
paid acquisition to ensure all your list growth is done above the law. If you buy emails without checking your
local legislation, you can run into trouble and get blacklisted by your email provider, which can stop any emails
from going out at all. For peer-to-peer texting for donations, there are also protocols to follow. It is strongly
recommended to only text prior donors for follow-up contributions - blindly texting folks without building a
prior relationship, unlike email or phone outreach, can feel like “robo texting” and alienate potential supporters.
This mostly revolves around fair market value of lists and privacy issues around sharing personal data. For this
reason, many of the options below will have legal contracts and agreements associated with them.
Now that you know best practices for making a list, let’s introduce another term. List strength is judged by
total reach of your list, as well as, the percentage of recipients who will take the action requested in the outreach.
The total size and “open rates” of your list, or “read rates” for your SMS texts, will be an indicator of the effectiveness of your communication through thIs method. In addition to just opening and reading your messages,
look for metrics on if your list regarding the number of people who responded well to the calls to action within
the outreach. This can be in the form of petition signing, donations, commits to vote, or any other actions you
are asking your list to do.
Here’s what most candidates start with when they are list building:
•

Buying or Renting Lists. Candidates should reach out to allied organizations and
friendly campaigns-both past and current- that have run in the district to inquire
about utilizing their list. Groups and candidates may be willing to email their lists on
behalf of new candidates with calls to action, as well as, offering candidates a group of
known interested voters and donors to the district.

•

List Swaps. List swaps are an opportunity to coordinate with other campaigns and
exchange contacts within a set of pre-established parameters, usually on a one-to-one
basis.
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•

Joint Fundraising Agreements, also called “Tandem Fundraising.” Campaigns may
enter into joint fundraising agreements with other campaigns and organizations. Typically an email will be sent to a 3rd party list and each of the participants will receive a
share of the donations and acquire new contacts.

•

Paid Ads. Campaigns can run digital ad acquisition campaigns with the call to action
to sign up for the campaign contact list. There are a range of creatives you can run
with low to high production value. Campaigns can target ads in a multitude of ways to
engage motivated audiences. Digital ads as a means of both acquisition and donations
have seen a substantial increased ROI over recent years. Here are some examples of
paid ad strategies that are typically effective for lisbuilding:

1. Petition Partners. Organizations like Daily Kos, Care2, and Democrats.com will send petitions on your behalf. When people sign up, they then provide you the list of those who
signed up. The cost here is usually $1-2 per email. Bernie Sanders renting the Daily Kos
email list was a sign that he planned to run in 2020, and you can see his usage of the list here.
2. Facebook Ad Acquisition. Facebook is a great place to run email acquisition ads, because
it tends to be more of a laid back environment. People are on Facebook to kill time, so it’s
easier to get them to click on your ad. When running Facebook email acquisition ads, make
sure there is a clear ask to sign up. We would also recommend putting a small button on the
image that says “Join Us” or something similar to indicate that you want people to click. It’s
also important to send people to a very simple landing page, in other words anything that
isn’t explicitly trying to get them to enter their information should not be on the page. Keep
in mind that the more information you ask for, the more likely they will be to “drop off ” the
site and not give their info. It’s recommended to ask for first name, last name, email, and zip
code only.
One thing you can do to increase the effectiveness of your list building campaign on Facebook is to add an
ad pixel or cookie. Basically you will want to drop the pixel on the part of the site that indicates someone has
taken an action. So if you have created a sign up page for people to join your campaign, you would want to have
apixel on the “thank you page” that comes up after someone joins. The pixel will fire when someone signs up
and indicate to Facebook that this was a successful transaction. Facebook will then process this information and
be able to find similar people to target with your ads, often times decreasing the cost per sign up. You can see a
guide of how to set up a Facebook pixel here.
Below are some examples of Facebook Ads:
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Here is an example of a simple landing page:

3. Google Search. If someone is explicitly searching your candidate’s name, it’s likely they
are interested and could be a good person to add to your list. The key here is using
terms that are very related to the candidate or the race. For example, for JB Pritzker,
we would bid on terms such as “who is JB Pritzker,” “Illinois governor’s race,” “who is
running for governor,” “JB Illinois,” etc.
Structuring an acquisition or a previous campaign’s list requires an assessment of your campaign’s current
list strength. Though most campaigns would prefer to grow lists organically, the condensed timeline that most
campaigns operate on does not allow it. You might hear the term “cultivating” you list, when it comes to donors
or voters. This refers to adding multiple touches to that list to explain who the candidate is, what they believe
in, and what events are nearby that they are invited; this culminates in campaigns asking for donations and
volunteers. As with any friendship, the more you reach out and get to know someone, the more you can ask for
and receive. For this reason, a list gotten earlier in a cycle is often more valuable than one gotten later. You have
more time to “make friends” with the people on the list and gain their trust, sweat, and maybe even donations
and votes. With this type of relationship, it is important to create an “intro series” of emails and other communications for when new people join your list, whether individually or through a group acquisition. This series of
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communications will introduce the candidate to the person and invite them to learn more and meet the candidate at campaign events- before ever asking for their time or money.
Campaigns must identify what their objective is with list acquisition. There is a difference between lists that
acquire donors and lists that acquire voters. The first might get you donations; the second attendance at rallies and votes at the polling booth. For fundraising, if your list is aimed at donors, any investment will want to
ensure ROI is worth the investment especially when considering an election day deadline for payoff. For example, if you spend $10,000 on acquiring a large list of potential donors right before your election ends, chances
are that only a small fraction of that list will donate before your campaign is over. This leads to a high CPA. For
example, you may only get 20 donations, at an average of $10 each. That’s $200 return, for a $10,000 investment.
Clearly, that does not make sense. But if you buy that list earlier in the campaign, you might be able to cultivate
those donors. You can woo them, show your policy stances, invite them to events, ask them to volunteer, and
impress them with your traction. YOu might get $10,000 out of your $10,000 spend- breaking even- or even
bring in $20,000! For this reason, most list building campaigns happen earlier in the primary and general parts
of a campaign. Doing this close to election day will always have a smaller ROI due to time constraints and the
ability to cultivate the list.
A highly cost-effective strategy to build a list is to offer people information that is valuable to them through
a chatbot powered hotline. Their contact info is collected when they call or SMS to get information. This can be
used when people seek out information on food stamps, health benefits, or subsidized internet access. The type
of information to be provided and contact details to be collected are easily customized. Learn more here.
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Digital Spend-Persuasion and GOTV
Digital persuasion is convincing those who are middle of the road to “cross over” to your candidate. A
good persuasion voter is an independent that might have voted both red and blue in the last few elections and
might like what your candidate has to say. When you should spend on persuasion is different from campaign
to campaign. For example, if you announce a candidacy for someone that has very low name recognition in
their region, it makes sense to run persuasion ads in the beginning of the campaign to begin hitting undecideds
immediately. But other campaigns might choose to target undecided voters in the field first, then shift to heavy
online ads towards the end.
Campaigns typically keep an eye on what the competition is doing, so they don’t fall behind. For example,
you may be planning on waiting to spend persuasion dollars until a month or two before the election, but if
your competitor launches a negative campaign about you, an immediate response may be necessary. Towards
the end of the cycle, people typically will evaluate whether to keep investing in persuasion or to move towards
putting campaign dollars behind GOTV. This choice is different for every candidate, because it is dependent
upon many outside factors. For example, where does the candidate stand in the race in polling based on the
most recent data? What kind of resources do you have available? If you have enough resources to do a persuasion buy and some type of GOTV push, this might be ideal. What are other organizations and candidates,
especially statewide candidates, doing to turn out voters? If others are doing a heavy GOTV push near election
day, you may be able to keep pushing persuasion.
What are the factors that impact how much you should spend on digital persuasion? There is of course
your overall budget, which we discussed above, but there are also other factors that impact campaign spending
on voter persuasion.
First, consider audience size. It’s important to remember that this number needs to include your entire target audience, not just the number of people on the voter file you think you need to persuade. For example, if you
need to target voters who are 50+ in a certain district, you must consider how many people that would be total.
Then, consider reach. Out of the number of people that actually exist in your audience, how many can you
reasonably expect to reach each week? This number will also depend on how many online platforms you are using to target voters online. For example, targeting on both Facebook and Youtube will allow you to reach more
people than just using Facebook.
Finally, consider frequency. We talked about impressions earlier in this section. You are going to need to
stack impressions differently at different times during your campaign. Often, campaign directors recommend a
baseline of 5 times per week. If you can’t afford this, try to stack your impressions to at least be 3 times a week
or 4 times a week per person you are trying to hit. There is no exact formula for when you should heavy up on
frequency, but if it’s a close race, it is ideal to have the budget to either maintain a standard persuasion buy frequency (around 5x per week) or heavy frequency (up to 10x per week) when voters are really paying attentionparticularly at the end of a close race. As mentioned above, things will shift throughout the campaign, and you
can’t always plan for when you will need to spend.
Once you have a total budget, the next step is to figure out how to allocate between ad partners. Above, we
talked about using people’s overall media habits to determine how much budget should go into a digital spend.
By media habits, we mean - how much time does the audience you are trying to reach spend on TV, digital media, or other mediums, such as traditional radio and print? Similarly, once you’ve narrowed in on how much to
spend on digital persuasion, it’s important to consider the online media habits of the audience you are trying to
reach.
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There are a few safe bets. Most people (all ages, genders, races, etc.) use Facebook and Youtube regularly,
but if you are looking to expand beyond these properties, you should consider using the sites that most reflect
the demographics of the voters you need to reach. For example, if you want to run audio ads, Pandora reaches
much older users than Spotify does. This might lead you to use Pandora for ads during the primary, as older
and sometimes retired voters tend to vote more in the primaries in their area; then, use Pandora and Spotify
together to hit younger voters that might only make it to the general election.
Persuasion Spend Calculator

We are experimenting with calculators, and because a lot of candidates often have real trouble calculating what they will need for persuasion spending, we’ve made a calculator for you at www.techyourself.org and
found here.
As this is a beta document, we wanted to include in this guide a sense of the factors used in our (first ever!)
calculator. Keep in mind this is not a final product set in stone. We are simply trying to give you general framework for understanding how someone in a vacuum would determine spending, but your campaign might have
some factors we cannot see or have not included. In that case, this can give you a baseline, which you can tweak
based on the factors unique to you.
Inputs

The first input that we take into account in the calculator is actual audience size. This should be taken from
inputting targeting parameters in Facebook or using Census data. Note that Facebook is a very good gauge for
the rest of the internet, since almost everyone is on it, and I prefer the Facebook route, because I think it will
allow for more narrow location targeting than the census. Below is a sample of the audience size shown on Facebook:
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Once audience size is known, we use the following questions to narrow down your ideal spending:
1. What type of location targeting do you plan to do?
A. Statewide
B. Congressional district or smaller
3. What type of targeting do you plan to use?
A. Addressable
B. Demographic
C. Addressable and Demographic
4. What type of ad partners do you plan to work with?
A. Facebook only
B. Facebook & Google (Youtube)
C. Facebook, Google + Outside partners - such as Pandora, Hulu, etc. (Please note that
almost all your media spending will be spent on either Facebook or Google- the reigning
behemoths in this space)
We use the answers from the questions asked above to calculate reach- or what % of your audience size is
expected to actually be reached online- and CPM. The CPM will be the most variant, as it will be determined
not only by what partners you are using but also the targeting and whether you are running a statewide race or
using more narrow location targeting.
The output, based on all the above, is a recommended weekly spending that you can use to determine the
length of your buy, over a minimum time period of two weeks. This minimum period is used as this is the time
it takes for many voters to recall a message. Two weeks is somewhat industry standard for a persuasion buy for
each creative message; however, we are including a “toggle” feature that allows you to expand the timeline based
upon your goals.
The output will also include three budget options based on the level of impressions the campaign can afford- low, medium and high. Those will break down this way:
1. Low - frequency of 5 per week
2. Medium - frequency of 8 per week
3. High - frequency of 12 per week
Additionally, if you put in your overall media budget, you can see what percent of it will be digital, based on
the results. This is another good way to check if you are spending enough online.
Again, you can use the #techyourself Persuasion Spend calculator at www.techyourself.org.
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Digital Spend-Mobilization
Once your final targeting for GOTV has been decided, the campaign must determine how they would like
to use digital advertising to reach voters. Based on factors discussed earlier, a heavier volume of digital ads to
certain demographics would be advantageous in mobilization. There can be multiple objectives and types of
mobilization campaigns:
•

Petition/Ballot Signature Campaign: Digital dollars can be spent to drive signatures
for petitions or ballot signature campaigns to get a candidate or proposition on the
ballot.

•

Commit to Vote: These petition drives assist in identifying supporters and where to
focus future spending.

•

Voter Registration: This promotes unregistered supporters to get registered.

•

Early Voting: In states where it is available, digital campaigns can inform and push
supporters to use early voting.

•

Voting Info: This allows campaigns to communicate information on polling locations
and voting procedures to supporters closer to and on election day.

Beyond mobilizing your likely voters, the campaign could continue to run persuasion ads to undecided voters through election day. If a campaign is confident that turning out their GOTV universe will ensure victory,
they may decide to forgo trying to persuade voters during the GOTV campaign and just focus on GOTV messaging alone.
You do not always need to spend money on mobilization! You can get a lot of free leverage out of partnerships with local GOTV and activist organizations. While the Left has fallen behind in some areas, one very
strong aspect of our DNA is that we have a myriad of groups and amazing activist fighters in the field that can
lift up campaigns and get them over the finish line- without spending precious dollars from the campaign. For
example, in the 2018 elections, Voto Latino held an incredible joint campaign with partners, called Somos Mas.
It was aimed at getting 1 million Latino voters to register to vote, and it buoyed up the efforts of every campaign
in every district that it touched. This was GOTV and mobilization at its purest, run by some amazing leaders.
Also, Swingleft pulled off a stunning feat with their Last Weekend. They worked with multiple coalition partners
to get 1 million hours committed to GOTV.
You can also partner with and share costs with campaigns parallel to yours, allowing you to shoulder the
cost burden together. You will, during the course of your campaign, get to know other campaigns in or near
your district. If allied campaigns or organizations are running mobilization efforts in your district, you can
share the cost of it or their work may free up resources for your campaign to focus elsewhere. Just make sure to
communicate to your targeted universes to make sure there are not duplicative efforts and ensure all resources
are used efficiently to turn out the most votes possible.
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